This case describes the two-year development of a set of interactive tutorials for students and faculty at a number of community colleges and one university in order to target information literacy skills among their students, primarily searching for and evaluating information found online. The tools created were published under a Creative Commons license and made available to faculty members and instructors for the purposes of both online and classroom delivery. The main problems encountered dealt with collaboration issues arising between participating institutions, the availability and skill sets of the main contributors and the beta testing of materials developed for the target clientele.
For some time now, faculty and instructors had been requesting help developing information literacy skills among their students, specifically skills related to conducting online research, finding the right keywords, using Google and other databases, evaluating references, identifying instances of plagiarism, and so on. In short, the targeted information literacy skills were those that they and their students needed to be successful in their work or studies.
The main objective of this project was the design and development of instructional materials to support faculty and instructors in their course design, namely information literacy tutorials. The materials developed would be published on a website that was open to all institutional partners and eventually to the general public. • Luke, an experienced Instrumental Designer recently hired by NU
The main players
• Daniel, an experienced Community College instructor with expertise in information literacy, assigned full-time to the project and working mainly from home (300 kms from NU)
• Maude, a recent Information Sciences graduate with a specialty in Information Literacy and Information Technologies, assigned full-time to the project
Development and implementation stages Redefinition of the project
A year had elapsed between the writing of the Vivacity project and obtaining the grant. One of Luke's first tasks in the initial stages of development of the project was to reframe several components. At the Steering Committee meeting, he presented a hard copy of an intricate conceptual map he had made of the project; on the big screen, it would have been unreadable. Maude's prompt to get going was timely because both Luke and Daniel tended to be dreamers.
Reminded to move forward, Luke then presented the instructional design process that had been adopted by the University and was available via the Intranet.
Instructional design model
Luke was inspired by various ADDIE-based models 1 (Basque, 2004; Clark, 2011) as well as by NU's design process model 2 , but he mostly drew upon his own experience in adapting the NU model to the needs of new faculty, providing them, at a glance, with all of the design phases to be included in the tutorial (Figure 2 ).
Note: The numbers shown in the model were added by the Steering Committee to represent actions recommended by the recently-appointed group of experts. 
Steering Committee meeting

Preparatory work and choice of collaborative tools
Over the next two months, Luke, Maude, and Daniel work to organize the experts' efforts:
estimating the cost of the website, identifying targeted skills, proposing tutorials to be developed, choosing tools for collaboration and development, and finding information on tutorial development for the experts.
Luke had never participated in the development of a corporate website, his only experience being with blogs. So he entrusts this task to his new colleagues who are experts in information systems.
Sebastian, the computer technician who was assigned to them, supports this aspect of the project throughout the design process.
Maude and Daniel were also working on information literacy well before their arrival on the project, basing their work on the standards of the Association of College and Research Librarians (2005) . Thus, they had identified a first cut of future tutorials to be developed (Figure 3 ). Luke directed them to the revised version of Bloom's taxonomy which helped them determine the skills levels involved. After perusing the literature, they highlighted materials that related to information literacy. With the help of the web application Mindomo, they then documented everything as a conceptual map. Web references were archived in the Diigo application. which not only enabled screen-sharing but also screen control. Since the group of experts would also have to collaborate at a distance, the team chose Google Docs.
Luke developed an instructional design template for use with Google Docs. It was very simple and easy to fill out. It included the following elements: context (clientele, needs, and features), targeted literacies and recommended levels, content items, evaluation criteria, estimated length of instruction, teaching strategy, general structure, and working schedule.
The two months of preparatory work was almost complete. The team were finalizing their development and production standards according to identified project priorities. For instance, tutorials had to be generic, easy-to-understand and to use, interactive, and easy to update. The visual aspects were also established.
Meta-Reflection: Telecommuting
Telecommuting was a big part of the Vivacity project. So Luke wanted to take the opportunity to help instructors develop new skills. He observed that, in fact, their information technology skill levels were highly variable. Given that the project involved fostering information literacy among students, it was obvious that the instructors themselves had to be comfortable using these same skills. And since they were located in different institutions and they were expected to continue cooperating after the grant, he intended to acquaint them with remote teamwork software.
Development of two experimental tutorials
It was finally time for the first meeting of one group of experts and the team was excited. After the usual exchanges, Jean and Valerie were introduced to the Steering Committee. Luke explained the overall design process using his diagram ( Figure 2 ) and described the roles and responsibilities of each member of the group. He realized that the instructors were relieved when he mentioned that, over the course of the next steps in the design process, they would only be expected to validate the ongoing progress of the tutorial development.
Thereafter, a discussion began about information literacy skills, each instructor giving concrete examples of situations in which students experience difficulties mastering skills needed to achieve the desired competency levels. Daniel was also involved since he had been teaching fulltime before being assigned to the Vivacity project. Maude came in to talk about her experiences with students. Luke realized how delighted the instructors were to share their professional experiences. This discussion helped crystalize the needs and expectations of the tutorials under development. Once the discussion turned to content, Luke began to intervene more often. 
Meta-Reflection: The guardian of the development process
It was not unusual that Luke had to get experts back on track when he was helping them design their course. As often as not, they didn't even know what training outcomes were intended before they're unpacking their ideas on learning strategies. Even Maude and Daniel, despite their being full-time instructors on the project, jumped the gun at times. Luke felt like a killjoy when it happened because experts tend to get very excited over learning strategies. But he knows it's the right approach. He also knows that compliance with the chosen design process guarantees the quality of the tutorial to come. As an instructional designer, he must serve as the gatekeeper.
After having a full discussion on criteria, the experts eventually came to an agreement. Related Before ending the meeting, the team established a work schedule that would determine when instructors should provide feedback on each step of the design process. Maude also enrolled each of them in Google Docs and showed them how it works. As they had predicted, the meeting had After mulling it over, Luke hired an illustrator. In addition to producing characters, the illustrator drew a series of objects commonly found in tutorials: books, planets, locks, etc. The illustrator also paid a visit to the team to show them how to change colors of the t-shirts on the characters and how to use MS Office pictures to modify them in their own style.
Maude and Daniel each developed one of the prototype tutorials with Adobe Captivate. This was a conscious choice as they had long known that this software allows them to achieve a level of interactivity that other programs just can't. As they both began using this software, the prototype tutorials became a laboratory for them. Luke just loved sitting in on such a vibrant and creative activity but he had other duties to occupy his time. Furthermore, as coordinator of Vivacity, he had a lot of follow-up to do, such as reports and activities, and so on. Then, one morning, Daniel calls Luke out of the blue, his voice filled with frustration: After a lengthy harangue with his bosses, Luke managed to get the developer he needed (Sebastian) and his team began producing tutorials with a more professional look. The next step: testing the prototype tutorials with the target audience.
Daniel: Luke, I'm working on my tutorial screens but I can't make them pretty. I don't have a lot of patience and above all I don't have Maude's talent. And I don't even think it's my job to be doing this!
Meta-Reflection: Professional or technician?
Although his two colleagues are happy developing tutorials, Luke realizes that what they're doing could be done by technicians. Since joining Northern University, he had failed to convince the directors to hire a full-time developer. When seeking assistance, they automatically referred him to a computer technician who didn't have the right skill set, at all. As Luke became more familiar with some of the tools Maude and Daniel were using, he realized that a developer could have taken them further with regard to ergonomics and aesthetics. More importantly, the time saved during production could have been reinvested in other aspects of the project.
Website development
Along with the production of the tutorials, a lot of work had been done to achieve very detailed technical designs leading to the choice of three, free software packages for the Website. Everyone agreed, but a chill was in the air until the end of the meeting. Right afterwards, Luke chatted with the project directors. They attributed the hostile reaction to the fact that there were too many new faces on the Steering Committee and to the fact that the terms of partnership were not well known to all. The directors therefore decided to write a memo to all project partners to remind them of the project objectives.
Months passed but progress remained modest with regard to the Website. Luke had trouble monitoring Sebastian's work (his developer). Then, without warning, and six months into the Project, Sebastian quit his job. Only after leaving, did Sebastian tell him about his discomfort with the mandate which he felt was too complex for his skillset. He preferred to return to his former position. Luke contacted a team of computer technicians at the University but the team was already busy with the development of a Website for another department. As Luke had no control over them, even if he had told Florence about the alarming lack of progress with the Website, he knew that his project was not considered a priority for the institution. The strategy of announcing a launch date had barely made a difference as the beta site presented was woefully inadequate.
Month after month, the project team had continued to produce tutorials and, although several were ready for viewing, Luke could only provide faculty and instructors with temporary access,
given the state of the Website. Nonetheless, they called him regularly to access this new teaching material, including those who, only a few months earlier, had asked his team to not invest time and energy in the Website. To complicate matters further, Luke had problems with the Website graphic artist, noticing from what she was producing, that she didn't seem to have the skills required to do the job.
Meta-Reflection: limits of the project coordinator role
Luke does not like this turn of events. As the project advances, the more concerned he is about the Website, even if he doesn't show his frustration in public. He tries a variety of strategies such as delivery dates with milestones, unannounced visits at the IT office, and systematic requests to his superiors, but none are successful. He thus discovers all of the limitations of being a project coordinator. He knows he had always done well in that role before and he has always managed to deliver on time. But that was when he was working in the private sector. In the public sector, or at least in this institution, priority management appears to be random. The failure to meet deliverables as set by the Steering Committee and ultimately by the funder, leaves him feeling incompetent. He now realizes that should he ever be asked to coordinate another project like this one, he'll know to impose clear and precise conditions for success.
Testing tutorials
The next step was to test the project tutorials. To do so, Luke designed a two-part questionnaire, which was subsequently and repeatedly validated with students. The first part (Table 2 ) assessed the students' perceptions of their own learning. 
Once the first part was completed, the student would continue onto the second part regarding the quality of the tutorial. Luke chose eight quality criteria inspired by the IBIS analysis grid (Thot Cursus, 2009 ), all of which can be commented on individually by students: (1) duration, (2) speed, (3) pictures/graphics/illustrations, (4) ease of navigation, (5) interactivity (relevance and frequency), (6) information provided (quantity, clarity, relevance), (7) learning achieved, (8) interest in viewing more tutorials.
Luke then established a policy regarding testing tutorials. With the aim of promoting participation, the directors approved the plan to have three monthly drawings of an iPod Touch.
Luke advertised the competition in student computer labs. He hoped to have at least a dozen students test each tutorial. This was the criterion set by the team for each academic level (community college or university). At the college level, he asked some of the project partners to find testers at their institutions. He needed a procedure that could be repeated, since 30 tutorials would have to be tested.
After two weeks, the results were still inconclusive, both at the college level and at Northern University. Luke was disappointed. It was impossible to correct the tutorials with so little feedback. He discussed the situation with his colleagues: After this first round of testing, Luke already noted a few trends. The average satisfaction rate was 80% and there was an improvement rate of 20-35% in targeted skills. The Steering
Committee was satisfied. Student feedback allowed the team to make necessary corrections. The main criticism concerned the anticipated reading speed or the length of the tutorials; sometimes students found an exercise too strenuous or a quiz too many.
Meta-Reflection: Management support in testing
Luke feels reassured. He finally has information on the tutorials after wandering in a sea of fog for months on end. He had been unable to continue developing new tutorials without any student feedback. Even if there had been a long delay in reaching this point because of the requisite testing, Luke is happy that it has been taken seriously by the Vivacity directors. He knows that this step is often overlooked because of a lack of time, staff or money. It is therefore not faculty and instructors who have to be convinced of the usefulness of testing, it's the directors.
Tutorial development
Having produced more than 20 tutorials in assembly-line fashion, the team's performance met Once the instructional design was completed by the group of experts, but before Maude and Daniel finished the work, Luke met with the directors who gave him a budget to develop the specific tutorial with a team from Northern University that specialized in multimedia development. Luke would obtain the same kind of contract four other times for tutorials that could not be developed only with Captivate. These developments used PHP, Flash, Java, and even HTML5 software. Also, some Web applications were available under Creative Commons licenses and were obtained from other universities, Australian and American, and were slightly modified to suit the project.
Even though the team was highly responsive to student feedback, they also relied on feedback from faculty and instructors. For instance, many of the faculty and instructors wanted a summary of the content of each tutorial. Checklists were thus created and made accessible both within the tutorial and on the Website. Another comment from Northern University focused on illustrations that looked "childish." As this comment didn't come from any of the students when tested, the team decided to keep the illustrations. Luke simply reminded faculty and instructors that, since the tutorials were done using a Creative Commons license, they had all the latitude they needed to delete, modify or replace them. Three of the team members were even trained in Web editing to ensure language consistency, which related to another comment from faculty and instructors.
Conclusion
A few days after the unofficial start of Vivacity, Luke accepted another position within Northern University. In a team meeting, which included two directors, he was reassured about the future of the project. A few weeks later, as Luke was preparing his files for his replacement, he thought about his last two years in this department. He knew he should never forget that he was, first and foremost, an instructional designer, even though he was coordinating a major project. This happened to him several times during the Vivacity project, much to his regret. He also knew that managerial support was crucial during certain phases of a project since, as coordinator, he did not always have the decision-making power he required. Finally, it was clear to him that the Vivacity project required skills he simply did not possess. Indeed, he had to assume several new roles: that of the confident director, the public relations guy, and even the clever politician.
When he looked at the future of the project, he no longer regretted not being in charge anymore.
The next phase of the project would, more than ever, require the skills of a director, a publicist, and a politician and less and less those of an instructional designer. And at this point in his career, he was sure that he never wanted to leave his chosen profession as a designer!
